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Painting a likeness is less about mimetic recreation and more about capturing the essence by deconstructing the face into disparate 

wholes that will eventually come back together again. Portraiture is the vehicle to capture subjective interpretations of history, media 

and today, and Austrian Philip Mueller and Iranian Amir Khojasteh build on its half-length tradition by breaking it down to its essential, if 

initially abstract, components to use perception as a very real foray into contemporary modes of power.

These are the faces of the fear-makers.

Khojasteh’s fleshy, expressionist portraits are a return to painting. The artist’s eyes serve as middlemen between the stimuli his mind 

processes – satirized interpretations of notorious figures too unreal to be real – and his hands as they visually meander through the 

fantastical, darkly zany, and fear-inducing power plays of modern politics. Khojasteh’s use of paint may read as a mash-up of Botero 

and The Twilight Zone inspired by the power-laden consequences of dictatorships, but the distortions are truths: the surreal is always 

grounded in reality. Contorted and hyperbolized, his perceptions of “the fear-makers” are the result of myth and the ugly reality of inner 

beauty gone wildly askew.

But the power is not always at the top of the hierarchy.

The austere visages that Mueller paints pay homage to classical painting – a restrained deviation from his painterly style – and are portraits 

of subversive power. Continuing a thematic through line of imaginative concerns and latent desires, Mueller’s Mütters series depicts a 

cult of fictitious ancestors – the Ahnen – who retain their role in societal values through the structures of manism. As their living power 

solidified and magnified through the lens of remembrance, Mueller inducts them into his imaginary history-reality under four conditions: 

“The Ahn must not have obeyed any authority during their lifetime; the Ahn must have breathed in the beauty of nature; the Ahn is 

capable of relish; the Ahn controlled the fire of his disciples without manipulation.” But retrospect is always rose-tinted.

While Khojasteh’s impressions renders figures grotesque, Mueller’s paintings purify. The flaws of the human condition may begin at the 

top, but it resonates and lives on through those at the bottom. These paintings are mere faces – it’s the potency of impression that lingers 

– so while we may gaze upon the faces of the feared, it is in fact us who hold the power and are the true fear-makers.

- Katrina Kufer, July 2017

Amir Khojasteh

b. 1988, Iran. Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Depicting fantastic expressive pictures and portraits, he is playing with the concept of fear and fear-maker. The artist is mostly inspired by 

the political condition of the Middle East, specifically Iran, and happenings around the world which have a dramatic impact on people’s 

life. Khojasteh plays with the idea of violence and power, dictatorship and sacredness of fear, and represents it through fantasy, dark 

humor and expressive painterly style simultaneously. He also refers to art history, popular culture and his personal life in his works.

Philip Mueller

b. 1988 in Vienna, Austria

With an education from the University of Applied Arts (Vienna), emerging artist Philip Mueller’s cacophonous large scale paintings fill the 

space with intense colour and form manipulation reveal narratives that perplex, entertain and entice with references too near to familiarity 

to ignore in his exhibitions within Austria, the UAE and several international art fairs. Mueller is one of the founding members behind 

“Wiener Achse” an association for Transnational and Intergenerational exchange of the Arts.
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